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If there's one area of your bike, you don't want to cut corners, it's a frame. The reason is simple – you can easily upgrade the gearset, brakes and other features, but you can't really increase the frame without basically buying a new bike. Two aspects of the mountain bike frame to consider are materials and geometry. Here are the most common frame materials, along with their
pros and cons. This material is cheap and strong, but very heavy. It's used on lower-end bikes, and serious mountain bikers won't touch it. Chromoly Steel. Alloys are different (using chromium and molybdenum) than high tensile steel, lighter and stiffer, but cost a little more. Aluminum. The aluminum frame is lighter than the chromosome, but not as strong. A well-made
chromosome frame is better than an inexpensive aluminum one. Aluminum is a good compromise between weight and cost for intermediate motorcyclists. Titanium. This material is very light and strong. However, titanium welding is complicated, so some titanium frames have a reputation for damaged joints. The cost of titanium frames has dropped a long way, but is still largely
found in high-end, expensive bikes. Carbon fiber. Although very light and rigid, carbon fiber is very expensive and prone to impact damage. The carbon fiber frame is for serious competitive mountain bikers. High-quality frames undergo a process called butting, in which the walls of the frame tube are thinned in the center, with a thicker tube wall at the end. It saves weight and
makes welded joints stronger. You may see a frame described as double or triple butted. Non-butted frames are known as straight gauges. The geometry of the frame you choose will depend on whether you want the rear suspension and how advanced your rider is. Beginners and many intermediate mountain bikers do well with traditional diamond frames. To accommodate rear
suspension, you may need a more exotic type of frame geometry, and competitive riders may prefer exotic geometry to save weight or improve performance. It is also recommended to obtain a frame with mounting space for optional equipment. The base mountain bike can be upgraded easily as long as the hub can mount disc brakes and the front suspension can be changed. If
you want to pick up your bike for longer trips at some point, the mounting space for mudflaps and cargo baskets will come in handy. One last note: Look for the tilted top tube (a tube that stretches from the seat to the front of the bike). Almost all mountain bikes have them, as they give riders extra permission in case Don't take it for granted, though. One painful encounter with the
top tube will instantly remind you why tilting is better. How do you keep your mountain bike under control during steep descents or while negotiating track obstacles? We'll talk mountain bike suspension next Before you head to the mountains, it's important to learn the exact form of horse riding. When sitting on your bike, your legs should be just shy of being fully extended on
downstroke (when the pedals are at their lowest point). You should still be able to apply some pressure to the pedals at this point without stretching or range. If the bike suits you, and you use the right technique, your knees will never be locked at any point during your trip [source: Shrieves]. Once your feet are in the correct position, see the placement of your hands. Your thumb
and forefinger should be wrapped around the handlebars, while the other three fingers on each hand should rest lightly on your brakes. Note that this position makes your knuckles point ahead of you, rather than facing each other as on some road bikes. Keep your shoulders relaxed and don't lock your elbows. You can put your hands as close or as far as your handlebars will
allow, but keep in mind that the wider your hand is placed, the more control you have on the bike. Advertise Now that you're comfortable on the bike, it's time to review the basics of paddling. Paddling is one of the most basic mountain biking techniques, but also one of the most difficult to master. On mountain bikes, pedaling speed is known as rhythm, and is measured in
revolutions per minute (RPM). The rhythm on mountain bikes is usually lower than that of a road bike ride. Lower RPM means less efficiency when you pedal, along with lower speeds, but also results in greater stability and durability for longer and more challenging times. When you first start, focus on keeping your rhythm stable and building awareness rather than aiming for fast
speed [source: Mason]. As with all outdoor adventure sports, mountain biking brings new challenges at every turn. As you pass through difficult terrain, you can vary these basic riding techniques to help improve stability and comfort. When the trail is rocky, try sitting very low on your bike and leaning forward on the handlebars. Relax and slide your weight as you go up. Go slowly
to increase your confidence, gradually build speed. Remember that the faster you drive a rocky surface, the more comfortable the ride will be. If the track is wet or muddy, focus on driving slowly, staying in control to avoid slippage. Don't brake hard when you see mud. Instead, let your rhythm slow down gradually and switch your bike into low gear. Lean back to keep the weight of
your front tyres, which can prevent you from being aubergined in large mud. Hills poses their own challenges, although riding techniques will vary dramatically depending on whether you are travelling up or down. For a steep climb, try lifting out of the chair a little to increase your pedalling strength. If the ground is too unstable, stay in the seat lean forward to keep the front wheels
grounded. Maintain a steady rhythm on the hill to avoid burnout - and to increase your chances of reaching the top. When traveling downhill, pump your brakes instead of holding them all the time. Lean in your seat, or move your back so that it is elevated above the rear tire. This will keep gravity from pulling your body forward on the handlebars. If you fall in this position, you will
fall off the back of the motor instead of the front, which often results in fewer injuries and easier recovery. Page 2 Before you head to the mountains, it's important to learn the exact form of horse riding. When sitting on your bike, your legs should be just shy of being fully extended on downstroke (when the pedals are at their lowest point). You should still be able to apply some
pressure to the pedals at this point without stretching or range. If the bike suits you, and you use the right technique, your knees will never be locked at any point during your trip [source: Shrieves]. Once your feet are in the correct position, see the placement of your hands. Your thumb and forefinger should be wrapped around the handlebars, while the other three fingers on each
hand should rest lightly on your brakes. Note that this position makes your knuckles point ahead of you, rather than facing each other as on some road bikes. Keep your shoulders relaxed and don't lock your elbows. You can put your hands as close or as far as your handlebars will allow, but keep in mind that the wider your hand is placed, the more control you have on the bike.
Advertise Now that you're comfortable on the bike, it's time to review the basics of paddling. Paddling is one of the most basic mountain biking techniques, but also one of the most difficult to master. On mountain bikes, pedaling speed is known as rhythm, and is measured in revolutions per minute (RPM). The rhythm on mountain bikes is usually lower than that of a road bike ride.
Lower RPM means less efficiency when you pedal, along with lower speeds, but also results in greater stability and durability for longer and more challenging times. When you first start, focus on keeping your rhythm stable and building awareness rather than aiming for fast speed [source: Mason]. As with all outdoor adventure sports, mountain biking brings new challenges at
every turn. As you pass through difficult terrain, you can vary these basic riding techniques to help improve stability and comfort. When the trail is rocky, try sitting very low on your bike and leaning forward on the handlebars. and slide your weight as you go up. Go slowly to increase your confidence, gradually build speed. Remember that the faster you drive a rocky surface, the
more comfortable the ride will be. If the trail is wet or muddy, focus on horse riding remain in control to avoid slippage. Don't brake hard when you see mud. Instead, let your rhythm slow down gradually and switch your bike into low gear. Lean back to keep the weight of your front tyres, which can prevent you from being aubergined in large mud. Hills can pose their own challenges,
although riding techniques will vary dramatically depending on whether you are travelling up or down. For a steep climb, try lifting out of the chair a little to increase your pedalling strength. If the ground is too unstable, stay in the seat and lean forward to keep the front wheels grounded. Maintain a steady rhythm on the hill to avoid burnout - and to increase your chances of
reaching the top. When traveling downhill, pump your brakes instead of holding them all the time. Lean in your seat, or move your back so that it is elevated above the rear tire. This will keep gravity from pulling your body forward on the handlebars. If you fall in this position, you will fall off the back of the motor instead of the front, which often results in fewer injuries and easier
recovery. The Car Bible is supported by readers. When you buy through a link on our site, we may earn affiliate commissions. Learn more If you're a cyclist with kids on a crane, chances are you don't want to leave it when you reach the footpath. Fortunately, the bike manufacturer has you covered up – whatever your child's age or height, there are children's mountain bikes that
suit them. To help you figure out which bike is best for your child, we've compiled this handy purchase guide. We run through the best youth mountain bikes on the market, so you can make informed purchasing decisions. The Best Kids Mountain Bike Starting our list of best children's mountain bikes is a tough choice by Mongoose. Equipped with a full steel fork suspension, this
motor can turn rough terrain into a smooth ride. It also has 21 teeth, helping your child to follow hills and flats. Thanks to Shimano's rear derailleur, gearshift is also easy and smooth. More importantly, this motor has strong brakes. Made of alloy, this linear pull brake offers a short stop distance. With a 24-inch alloy wheel, it's also strong yet lightweight. Adjustable seats are coated
for comfort, allowing your child to ride for longer distances without feeling uncomfortable. Users say it is great value for money and looks stylish as well. Although officially designed for boys, this versatile bike is also perfect for girls. Thanks to the color scheme and its distinctive silverware, your child will surely be seen on the road for extra security. Schwinn also earned a spot on
our list with his versatile Timber mountain bike. Available in a variety of sizes, colors and frame styles, bicycles are the perfect choice for children of all ages, sizes and tastes. Displaying fork fork system, the bike can cope with almost any terrain thrown into it, while the easy-to-use twist mechanism allows easy access to 21 gears. Thanks to the rear derailleur, the shifts are smooth
and safe. With the front and rear alloy linear pull brakes, the motor can stop quickly and safely. Thanks to the alloy wheel rim, it is lightweight without sacrificing strength and durability. It also has a no-tool seat, adjustable seats, extending its life as your child grows. With so many size options available, it's suitable for many adults too! Diamondback also earned a spot on our list
with his Corba bike. This sturdy 20-inch boys mountain bike is a great choice. It is an ideal size for children aged four to nine years. Featuring a simple yet effective six-speed drivetrain, it's easy to climb slopes and flat surfaces. Its large tires are perfect for sidewalks and dirt tracks, so it's ideal for exploring the environment, and going further. To make rough terrain a little easier for
young cyclists to handle, the bike is also equipped with a sturdy fork suspension system. To keep the kids safe, a strong linear pull brake makes them stop in no time. The brakes can be repositioned on the handlebars, ensuring that small hands can reach them easily. To make it easier for parents, this bike is fully assembled and ready to be driven by in just a few easy steps. It's
made of Lightweight and durable Hi-Ten steel, too, keeping things sturdy without foreign weight. Each bike has a distinctive orange color scheme, making visibility easier on the road. Customers agree that this bike looks great, and offers parents excellent value for money without sacrificing safety features. Perhaps the world's most famous cycling name, Raleigh channelled her
expertise on this 24-inch mountain bike with great success. Thanks to its aluminum frame, the motor is slightly lighter than many others on the market, making it easier for children to handle it. The frame is also designed for easy fitting and disengagement, at a height perfect for ages eight to 12. Thanks to its sturdy fork suspension system, the bike can handle almost any surface
thrown there, whether you're exploring the local environment or cycling on gravel and dirt. It also has seven speeds - just the right amount to get young cyclists used to riding with gears without overwhelming them. With its powerful mechanical disc brakes, it also offers impressive stop power, helping young riders to stay in control with ease. Known for his motor that Durable, and of
high quality, Raleigh is the perfect starting point for new cyclists. Mongoose earned second place on our list, thanks to the 24-inch Maxim model. Designed around an aluminum frame, the motor is strong and lightweight for easy handling. Meanwhile, his suspension fork helps keep motorists in rough terrain, absorb bumps and shocks easily. Featuring 21 speeds, this bike is great
for younger, more experienced drivers. Gears can be shifted with simple circular movements for speed and comfort. To help riders stop safely and steadily, the motor also features alloy linear pull brakes. Designed for girls with a passion for cycling, this sturdy and comfortable choice is the perfect companion when it's time to hit the trails. Users say the bike is easy to assemble and
perfect for ages 10 to 13. Its smooth and attractive color scheme also lends itself well to almost all tastes. Next on this list of children's mountain bikes is an elegant model but studied by Roadmaster. The 24-inch wheels are perfect for older children, and the front suspension fork keeps riders comfortable even on bumpy terrain. Built around a steel frame, the motor is sturdy and
durable. Thanks to its knobbly tyre tread, it also offers plenty of grip wherever you roam. Meanwhile, the alloy rim helps the tire to maintain its shape, withstanding the impact of debris on the track. With 18 teeth to choose from, going beyond any terrain is possible - be it uphill, downhill, a gradual slope, or a flat stretch. It's easy to switch gears too, thanks to a simple twist shifting
mechanism. Roadmaster certainly puts decades of experience to good use as far as this design is concerned. With its sleek baby blue color scheme, this bike also appeals to a variety of tastes. Overall, this bike is a good investment for any young cycling fan. The Diamondbacks earned a spot on our roster with a tough, action-ready 24-inch mountain bike. It's a weighed-up version
of the popular hardtail bike, which performs just as well in difficult conditions. Its low-slung geometry offers optimal handling for young riders, and is made of the same high-quality material as the Diamondback adult bike. With a grippy, 2.35-inch tire, it provides considerable traction and stability even on more complicated surfaces. It's also a great introduction to gears with 11
speeds for would-be destroyers to choose from. With a limited lifetime warranty, it's easy to see the faith that the Diamondback placed in this product. Users agree it is the best mountain bike for children – if you know a child who lives to ride, investing in this bike will give them all the advantages that their adult counterparts enjoy. The bike penultimate to make our list is this 24 inch
option by Dynacraft. With 21 speeds, the handlebar handlebars are and padded seats, this bike is well equipped for a very comfortable trip. It also features a full suspension, including a front shock fork, to keep things smooth and control bumpy surfaces. Thanks to its fast-release seat post, it's also easy to customize seats as riders grow without the need for complicated tools. For a
quick and smooth stop, the motor is equipped with and rear V-brakes, featuring alloy levers. Users are impressed with the quality of the motor for its price point and find it easy to gather at home. No less important is this lightweight aluminum motor by the Guardian. Available in 16, 20, and 24 inch versions, this is the perfect bike for children of all ages when it comes to reaching the
trail. Guardian bikes have a mission to keep children as safe as possible as they cycle. With the patented SureStop brakes, safety and reliability are at the heart of everything the Guardian does. Its sturdy mountain bikes are engineered for easy travel with a low center of gravity that optimizes balance for young riders. The bike is equipped with six speeds, introducing children to
get ready without overwhelming them with options. It's also light enough for excellent control and maneuverability with a hand-welded frame made of aircraft-grade aluminum. All this adds up to a motor that can keep up with the demands of the track. It's easy to assemble too – you can be put together in 10 minutes or less even if you have no DIY experience. Besides being safe,
this bike has a fun pattern - in fact, the pattern is chosen by children! With so many great bikes to choose from, we are confident that there is something on our list for almost all young riders. To help you find which option is right for you, we've put together this useful purchase guide. Below, we ran through what to expect in a good children's mountain bike, how to choose the right
size, and more. What to Look For in Mountain Bikes for Kids When it's time to choose a mountain bike for the young riders in your life, pay attention to the following features: First and foremost, it's important that you choose the right bike for the young rider you have in mind. Riding a bike that is too big or too small can be dangerous, not to mention difficult. We'll explore how to
choose the right size for your child at a later date. Just like their adult counterparts, children's mountain bikes require impressive suspensions to keep their journey as smooth as possible on rough ground. Look for the fork suspension, which is capable of handling rough and uneven surfaces. Ideally, this suspension should be paired with a relatively thick pair of tires, increasing
traction on loose surfaces such as dirt and gravel. It may not need to be said anymore, but the brakes are an important component on any bike. If your new motor is in rough maintenance on a regular basis, it might be a good idea to invest in disc brakes. Otherwise, pay attention to the linear pull brake. Climbing steep hills can be a job - even harder without the right equipment to
help you. Using the right gears can also help riders stay stable on a shifting surface, so having multiple gear options at your fingertips is essential for keen mountain bikers. That being said, if this would be you first gear bike, choosing an option with too much speed can prove a little overwhelming. In this case, it is usually best to look out for a bike with six to eight gears to get with.
Alloy rims aren't just for cars - they can also support your bike's tyres from track and track tax conditions. The rim is also lightweight, keeping the wheels stable without sacrificing handling. Choose The Right Size Kids Mountain Bike Kids always have an annoying habit of growing up, so choosing the right sized bike can be something challenging. Since children grow up at different
levels, using their height, rather than their age, is the best way to choose the right size. Hopefully, This short guide will help you figure out which size you need: Children sizes 3'7 - 3'8 need a wheel size 16 Children size 3'8 - 4'0 need a wheel size 18 Children size 4'0 - 4'5 requires a wheel size of 20 Children size 4'4 - 4'9 requires a wheel size od 24 Children size 5'0 + need a
wheel size of 26 If your child is at the top end of one bracket , and the other bottom, choose a larger size to accommodate future growth. Related Post: Best Electric Cars For Kids Best Mountain Bike Faq: Q: Do mountain bike kids need supplies? A: In general, yes. If your child is ready for off-road, they may be ready for gear. Different surfaces and slopes can be handled using
different gear settings, so it is quite important in off-road bikes. Make sure that your young cyclist has mastered the basics before trying them with gears, though – they should be able to balance properly without the help of training wheels, steer effectively, and comfortably use the handbrake. All children are different, and will master these skills at different ages. As a rule of thumb,
most children are ready to ride a bike with gears between the ages of eight and 10. Teaching your child to ride a bike with gear is a great way to promote their coordination. If this is your child's first meeting with a geared bike, it's a good idea to choose an option with a maximum of 10 speeds. Q: Are boys and girls' bikes different? A: It depends on the manufacturer. Nowadays,
many children's bikes are unisex, but those designed specifically for girls tend to have step-through frames - traditionally used to accommodate skirts. Nowadays, it just makes the bike a little easier to install, which can be a godsend for many children regardless of gender. For children, buying gender-specific bikes is not - they have not progressed to the point where their bodies
are different enough to warrant special modifications. Some companies will still insist on selling pretty pink bikes to girls, and rough blue bikes for boys, but there is no physical reason to choose one one others – it all comes down to your child's personal preferences. In adulthood, things are a little more complicated. Since women tend to be shorter and lighter than men, bikes
designed specifically for women often feature shorter stacks and range lengths, for more comfortable driving positions. Many women find it more suitable with unisex or men's bikes, though - it all depends on building an individual. Q: Is suspension or stiff fork better for children? A: As a rule, suspension forks are a better option. Unlike rigid forks, they are built to travel up and down
a few inches as the bike rolls over, better absorbing shocks from the terrain, thus protecting your child's body. Suspension forks also increase control over rough terrain. Despite this, rigid forks do have their advantages - without moving parts, they are more reliable, lighter and easier to replace. Q: Should I put a training wheel on a children's mountain bike? A: No – it's not a good
idea to customize a mountain bike with training wheels. A young cyclist should be able to balance and steer without training wheels before they move to a mountain bike. This is because the new bike comes with its own challenges - such as gear changes - and is a little too advanced for children who haven't gotten the talent to ride on just two wheels. Our Top Picks For us, the
best children's MTB should be a sturdy, versatile and high-value choice by Mongoose. This renowned manufacturer has channeled all their usual maintenance into this motor, installing it with tough and light alloy wheels, a powerful braking system, and 21 gears. To help your child stay comfortable on longer trips, adjustable seats also have plenty of padding. With its steel fork
suspension, this motor is the same as at home on the footpath as it is on the road. All this adds to a smooth ride, supporting your child on a more difficult hike. With its distinctive design, excellent quality, and budget-friendly price point, this bike is the perfect starter option for any child looking to reach the track. Related Post: Best Toy Car Sources: Add Your Ranking of Automotive
And Product Suggestions
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